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ATOMIC ENERGY EDUCATION SOCIETY 

TERM –I EXAMINATION (2017-18) 

Date of Exam - 14 Sept.2017 

 

Subject – English          Maximum Marks – 80    

Class – III                    Time - 3 Hours   

         

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions 

1. Marks for questions are indicated against each. 

2. Answer should be brief and to the point and word limit be adhered to as far as 

possible. 

3. Use of any electronic gadget (e.g. calculator, Mobile phone etc.) is not permitted. 

4. In case a candidate has not signed the Attendance sheet or the Answer sheet is not  

signed by the Invigilator it will be dealt as an unfair means case. 

5. On completion of the test, the candidates MUST HAND OVER THE ANSWER  

SHEET TO THE INVIGILATOR in the room/hall. 

6. The candidates should ensure that the answer sheet is not folded or damaged 

 

To be filled by the student 

Name of the student: _________________________________________________ 

Name of the School: ________________________________________________ 

Roll number: _____________       Class: ___________           Section: _________ 

 

 
Signature of the Invigilator: _________________    

Signature of the Examiner  :_________________ 

Signature of the Checker    :__________________ Marks Obtained    
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SECTION A ( KNOWLEDGE ) - 35 Marks 

A1.   Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.               (1×5=5) 

 

1. Nina was thrilled to see the _________________________.  

i) bookshelf      ii) room                  iii) sparrows          iv)  garden 

2. A butterfly has colourful   __________________________. 

     i) feathers                   ii) wings                 iii) petals               iv)  fins 

3. An acorn  grows into _________________________ tree. 

 i)  a coconut             ii) an oak                iii) a mango           iv) an apple  

      4.  A __________________ of balloons. 

 i)  group             ii) bunch                iii) crowd               iv) bundle 

5.  The word ‘enormous’ means ______________________. 

 i) tiny               ii) little                iii) enough            iv) very huge 

A2.   Match the following phrases with the right word.              (1×5=5)      

   

i) A box of     a) wolves 

ii) A pack of      b) paper 

iii) A herd of             c) matches 

  iv)      A sheet of             d) water 

iv) A glass of               e) cows  
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A3.   Answer the following questions in one or two words.                       (1×3=3) 

 

1.  Where does a spider live ? 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

2. How many baby sparrows did Nina see in the nest?    

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

      

3. What did the old man plant ?    

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

A4.   Rearrange the letters to make meaningful words.                      (1×3=3) 

 

1. r r w s p a o    -  _______________________ 

2. d n r g a e       -  _______________________ 

3. e y p t t r         -  _______________________ 

 

A5.   State whether the following statements are ‘true’ or ‘false’.            (1×3=3) 

1. A butterfly sucks honey from flowers.                        ________________ 

2. The little fish was caught in a great mesh.                  ________________ 

3. The balloon man holds a lovely bunch of flowers.      ________________ 
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A6.   Answer the following questions in one sentence each.                    (2×2=4) 

 

1. Where was the magic garden? 

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why was the little fish unhappy ?  

____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

A7.   Who said to whom?                                                                               (2×2=4) 

 

1. “ I don’t want to go to the wedding.” 

       

              ___________________    said to    _____________________. 

 

2. “I love all the children, but I love the dear little ones most of all,” 

 

              ___________________    said to    _____________________. 

 

A8.      Rearrange the words and make meaningful sentence.              (2×1=2) 

1. cool / clear / slipped / the / fish / back / water / into / the 

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 
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A9.     Answer the following in two or three sentences.                      (3×2=6) 

1. Why did the flowers love the little children ? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

2. What are the three things that people can’t do ? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

SECTION B ( UNDERSTANDING ) - 25 Marks 

B1.     Read the passage given below and answer the following questions.     

One evening a boy looked into a well. The water at the bottom was like a mirror. The 

boy saw the moon in the water.  

He said, ‘The moon has fallen into the well.’ ‘I must take it out.’  

He ran home to get a hook. He untied the bucket from the rope and tied the hook. 

Then he let the hook to hold the moon to pull it up. The hook reached the water. But 

it was caught underneath a big stone. The boy pulled and pulled but the hook would 

not come up. 

Suddenly the stone moved. The hook came up the well. The boy fell on his back. He 

saw the moon in the sky. 

He said, ‘Good! I have pulled the moon out of the well. It is now in the sky again.  
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B1.1   Tick the correct answer.               (1×2=2) 

1. The moon was all the time ___________________________. 

 

a) in the well 

b) in the sky 

c) underneath a big stone 

d) behind the well  

 

2. A word that describes the boy in the passage is _______________________. 

 

a) lazy 

b) brave 

c) foolish 

d) clever 

B1.2   Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks.                          (1×2=2) 

a)  The boy wanted to pull the _______________ with the hook . 

i )  bucket                         ii) stone             iii) moon 

            b)    The past tense of  ‘catch’  is ________________________.  

       i)  throw                           ii) caught               iii) catched 

B2.   Read the poem carefully.      

I think mice are rather nice. 

Their tails are long, their faces small, 

They haven’t any chins at all. 

Their ears are pink, their teeth are white. 

They run about the house at night. 

They nibble things they shouldn’t touch 

And no one seems to like them much 

But I think mice are nice. 
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B2.1  Tick the correct answer.                (1×4=4) 

1. They’ in the poem refers to the ______________________. 

a) people 

b) children 

c) mice 

d) mouse 

 

2. A word that tells about the movement is ________________ 

a) nibble 

b) touch 

c) think 

d) run 

 

3. The singular form of  ‘mice’ is  ________________ 

a) nice 

b) mouse 

c) long 

d) rice 

 

4. The rhyming  word  for  ‘mouse’ is  ________________ 

a) nibble 

b) mice 

c) house 

d) run 

 

    B3.1   Number the sentences in the correct order.                                       (½ x4=2) 

After this I eat my breakfast. 

First of all, I get out of bed. 

Finally, I dress up and go to school 

Then I brush my teeth and have a bath. 
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B3.2   Name the following.                                 (1×2=2) 

 1.   A place where you can buy and sell things       -     __________________ 

 2.   An animal that says ‘Moo- moo’          -     __________________ 

B3.3.    Read the poem given below and answer the following questions.                        

He always comes on market days 

And holds balloons – a lovely bunch – 

And in the market square he stays. 

And never seems to think of lunch. 

 

They're red and purple, blue and green. 

And when it is a sunny day 

The carts and people get between 

You see them shining far away. 

 

And some are big and some are small, 

All tied together with a string. 

And if there is a wind at all 

They tug and tug like anything. 

 

Some day perhaps he'll let them go 

And we shall see them sailing high, 

And stand and watch them from below — 

They would look pretty in the sky! 

A.     Choose the correct answer and fill in the blanks.                              (1× 4=4) 

a)   The ________________ look  pretty in the sky. 

         i)  kites                ii) birds                     iii) balloons 

 b)    The balloon man always comes on ______________ days. 

        i)  rainy    ii) market             iii) sunny 

c)    The opposite of ‘always’ is ______________________. 

             i)   forever    ii) never                    iii) sometimes 
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d)    The rhyming word for‘ sink’ is ___________________. 

   i)   sank            ii) sinked                 iii) ink 

B.3.4(a).  Imagine you have a big garden. Write a letter to your friend telling    

        him / her about it. Use the clues given in the brackets.                  (5)

   

       (    flowers           beautiful          plants          butterflies         water     ) 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________  

______________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 
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B.3.4(b). Look at the picture and write four sentences on what the trees give us. 

Use the clues given in the brackets.                                        (4) 

     

       (    fresh air           nest          medicines             shade     ) 

               

                     

 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 
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SECTION C ( APPLICATION ) - 20 Marks 

C1.   Choose the correct opposite of the underlined word and fill in the blanks.                          

                                                                                                                                                 

        (1x2=2) 

   a)   The floor is hard but the bed is _______________. 

                       (  soft ,  big ,  small,   rough  ) 

 

   b)    I gave   my pen and __________________ hers. 

                       (  take,  took ,  give, bought    ) 

 

       C2.   Choose the right word from the brackets and fill in the blanks.     (1x2=2) 

 

   1.  The plural form of ‘fairy’  is ________________. ( fairies / fairys) 

   2.  We _____________________ ( can / cannot ) find shells near the sea shore. 

       C3.    Circle the odd one out.           (1x2=2) 

   

   1.    potato                      tomato                      turnip                carrot                   

    

   2.    cub                          lamb                         kid                     sheep              

      

 

       C4.   Punctuate the following.            (1x1=1) 

 

            1.   i like to watch tom and jerry 

 

                  __________________________________________________________ 

  C5.    Make two words from one word.             (½ × 4=2) 

1)  classroom        -   _____________   ______________ 

2)  goodnight         -   _____________   ______________ 
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  C6.    Fill in the blanks with the correct option given in the brackets.  (½ × 4=2)

          

1.     There was only a ___________ milk in the jar. ( little / small ) 

2.    A bird is _____________________________ . ( ringing / singing )  

3.    The fisherman caught a big _____________ of fish.( shoal / crowd ) 

4.    This doll ____________________  moving its eyes. ( is /are ) 

  C7.    Match the animals to their sound.            (½ × 4=2)

   

1.     a horse      a.  trumpets 

2.     a pig b.  bleats 

3.     an elephant  c.  neighs 

4.     a goat                    d.  grunt 

 

       C8.    Make four sentences using the words in the help box.  (1x4=4) 

 

                upset                  beautiful                angry              happy  

 

1.   _______________________________________________________________ 

 

2.   _______________________________________________________________ 

 

3.   _______________________________________________________________ 

 

4.   _______________________________________________________________ 

 C9.   Pick any two opposite words and pair them in the spaces below.    (1x2=2) 

          ( mighty        pick       pull       outside weak      inside         push       drop ) 

1.    ___________________        x      ___________________ 

2.   ___________________       x       ___________________ 

   

       C10.   Complete the sentence.           (1x1=1) 

     1.    If I were a bird   _____________________________________________ 


